SCRUBBING UP

TROPICAL TOPICAL

St. Tropez Self Tan Gel
is a new addition to the
fabulous tried and tested
St. Tropez sun product
line and offers deep,
long-lasting colour that
glides on smoothly
to give a streak-free,
golden finish. Simply
apply overnight and
luxuriate in that superbronzed look for three
days. £25 at Boots.

BLISSFUL BRONZING

Bliss A Tan For All Seasons
is a non-streaky, colourbalanced tan with a superstar
blend of self-tanning
ingredients (DHA and
erythrulose) that instantly
bronzes with a golden sheen,
prevents colour transfer and
hydrates skin with aloe and
apple extract. Dries in five
minutes and has an uplifting
citrus scent. £26 at
www.blissworld.co.uk
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Said to be a favourite of the TOWIE girls, St.
Moriz gives a super-professional finish at a bargain
supermarket price. The St. Moriz Self Tan Mitt costs
just £2 and the St. Moriz Self Tan Lotion costs a
budget-friendly £3.99, both at Tescos.

THE PERFECT PREP

B-Line’s Body and Sole Exfoliant
refines skin texture allowing
deeper penetration of moisturiser
and self-tanning product.
Particularly beneficial for dry skin,
it uses the finest plant-based
ingredients and essential oils,
with Tea Tree and Lavender at
the heart of the range. £14.95 at
www.b-linebeauty.com
B-Line is offering YourChoice
readers 20% off across luxury
spa products for body, hands
and feet until June 30th
2012. Click HERE to browse
and purchase quoting
voucher code
YCSummer.

WIN
We have teamed up with our lovely
friends at B-Line to give away three
Body and Sole Exfoliants, together
with three B-Line Body Smoothing
Mitts for use after Body and Sole to
prep the skin before self-tanning. To
be in with a chance to win, simply
click HERE to answer the following
question: Body and Sole Exfoliant
contains Tea Tree and
which other essential oil?

Say no to
harmful baking
under the
sun’s rays this
summer and
go for safe selftanners and
glow-enhancers
TOP-UP TAN

Inspired by travels to exotic
beaches and resorts, Sue
Devitt’s Microquatic Tinted
Moisturiser blends effortlessly
into the body and enhances
your natural tan resulting in
fabulous sun-kissed colour.
It features the signature
Microquatic complex of
hydrating ingredients
to deliver vitamins,
minerals and antiageing benefits, with a
beautiful Frangipani
scent. £29 at www.
harveynichols.com

GLOW NATURAL

Featured in the Green
Beauty Bible, Lavera Sun
Sensitive Self-Tanning
Shimmer Spray combines
100% natural self-tanning
agents with sparkling
particles from natural
mica for a subtle lightreflecting effect, plus
organic plant extracts and
pure Aloe Vera. £10.90 at
www.lavera.co.uk

